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From strait Rap/Hip Hop tracks to the Club Bounce. Featuring Platinum selling artist Coo Coo Cal

together with N.K., tearing up clubs Nationwide with their new smash hit Pump Pump and Gangsta make

to go with it. 17 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap, LATIN: Latin Rap Details: Make no mistake

for N.K. IS the HOTTEST latin producer/artist out now. Being from the Midwest there is no limits on where

this young man can go and he proves it through his flows ripping through hott tracks OF HIS OWN! AND

DON'T BE THROWN BY THE LATIN THANG THIS CAT IS NO JOKE! Every song is filled with true

emotion and real lyrics of life and when it comes to clubbin he can handle that to a T. N.K. is a true

hustler and his storys' or lyrics should not be taken lightly. It's amazing how much talent this man has!

"A.L.L.O.U.T. RECORDS BRINGS THE STREETS TO YOU" Since the age of 12 N.K. has been writing

and producing his own music. Growing up in the 80's and 90's his ear for R&B, Hip Hop and Gangsta Rap

has enabled him to come up with a unique style of his own. Living in the inner city nothing comes easy to

N.K. Being in the streets where gangs, drugs and violence exist, N.K. is struggling not to be another

statistic of the streets. Although struck with tragedies in his personal life, such as the loss of his older

brother, uncle and cousin from street violence, he refuse to give up on his music and dreams. Spending

endless days and nights in his studio writing and producing his own albums. Also performing all over the

Midwest, West Coast and Down South opening acts such as Twister, South Park Mexican, Coo Coo Cal,

Baby Bash and plenty more. N.K. is one of the few people that can spin, rap  produce. If u been keeping

up you would also know that he will be featuring in a documentary titled: " From The Ghetto Streets To

The Executive Suites" Produced by legendary Pimpin Ken, Featuring other artist such as 50 cent, Lil Flip,

Petey Pablo, Juvinille and many more. Take advantage of this album for it will soon be a collectors peice.

Also chek out LOC'S new realease album for some more straight lace no chase HOOD HOP! Keep It
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